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adesso helps the Moroccan National Lottery SGLN implement a new system
Dortmund, 13 February 2019 – adesso has successfully completed a lottery
consultancy project in Morocco. The Moroccan National Lottery SGLN again
placed its trust in the extensive industry experience of the IT service provider
adesso as it switched to a new lottery system operator. The new central lottery
system was developed by the Italian Sisal Group and went into operation in
Casablanca at the start of January as planned.
adesso supported the transition from the previous lottery system provider Intralot, a
Greek supplier of lottery technology, to the new operator, Sisal Loterie Maroc, a
subsidiary of Italy’s second largest lottery provider Sisal. Last year it secured the
tender for the creation of a new lottery company in Morocco in connection with a tenyear licence.
During the ambitiously timed project phase, from September 2018 to early January
2019, the lottery experts from adesso supported the Moroccan National Lottery
SGLN in an advisory capacity and orchestrated the transition to the new system
environment. In a public tender process, adesso was able to convince the client,
SGLN, of its concept for specialist support in the change of operator and the
migration of all functions from the old platform to the new central lottery system.
Mohamed Sulaimani, Managing Director of SGLN, explains a further reason for
working with adesso: “In 2010 adesso advised us during a previous change of
operator and the associated porting project. The company’s extensive international
experience in the area of lottery technology is a great benefit to us and once again
proved itself during the current project.”
Within the scope of the advisory contract with SGLN, adesso primarily offered
support during the conception phase and took control of the various testing activities,
as well as inspecting the specialist, technical and security concepts for the gaming
operations. The IT service provider also ensured that the organisational and processrelated implementation met the requirements of the World Lottery Association (WLA).
Mohamed Sulaimani sums up the result: “The change of operator went seamlessly:
Our lottery customers did not notice the background technical changes at all, and
gaming operations continued as usual.” adesso’s project manager, Michael Kübbeler,
was also pleased about the successful go live of the central lottery system: “The
ambitious implementation period made the project a real challenge, but that also
means that everyone involved has an even greater feeling of satisfaction with the
results.”
The new operator, Sisal Loterie Maroc, will be responsible for the technical operation
and sales development of the lottery business in Morocco until 2028.
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adesso
adesso is one of the leading IT service providers in the German-speaking area and
focuses its consulting and software development activities on the core business
processes of companies and public authorities. adesso’s strategy is based on three
pillars: the deep industry-specific know-how of its staff, the comprehensive expertise
in technology and the application of reliable methods in software implementation
projects. Following this approach, adesso develops superior IT solutions, which
enhance
the
competitive
position
of
a
company.
adesso was founded in Dortmund in 1997 and employs more than 3,100 members of
staff. The share is listed on the regulated market. Some of the most important
customers are Allianz, Daimler, Commerzbank, Münchener Rück, Hannover Rück,
Union Investment, Bosch, Westdeutsche Lotterie, Swisslos, Zurich Versicherung,
DEVK, DAK, Medizinischer Dienst der Krankenversicherung (MDK-IT), DZR
Deutsches Zahnärztliches Rechenzentrum, TÜV Rheinland, Beschaffungsamt des
Bundesministeriums des Innern.
Further information: www.adesso.de
* Blog: http://blog.adesso.de
* Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/adessoAG
* Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/adessoAG
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